The binding of MAP-2 and tau on brain microtubules in vitro: implications for microtubule structure.
We have presented data that indicate that MAP-2 associates with brain microtubules at nonrandomly distributed sites, whose distribution on the microtubule polymer can best be described by the 12-dimer MAP superlattice originally described by Amos; because of the additional spacings, however, between MAP-2 projections observed on MAP-2-saturated microtubules, we suggest that the 6-dimer MAP superlattice, or what we will call the double Amos superlattice, more completely specifies the total set of MAP-binding sites on cytoplasmic microtubules. Second, we have shown that brain microtubules reassembled in vitro contain a heterogeneous population of MAP-binding sites, which differ in their affinities for the two MAPs, MAP-2 and tau. Third, we have shown that microtubule populations that differ in their MAP content have subtle, but detectable differences in their tubulin isotype composition. Based on all the data presented here, we have presented the idea of a nonrandom distribution of tubulin isotypes within a microtubule as a means by which a cell could specify both the identity and the distribution of MAP-binding sites.